Identifying the transcription factors (TFs) and associated networks involved in stem cell regulation is key 25 for understanding the initiation and growth of plant tissues and organs. Although many TFs have been 26 shown to have a role in the Arabidopsis root stem cells, a comprehensive view of the transcriptional 27 signature of the stem cells is lacking. In this work, we used spatial and temporal transcriptomic data to 28 predict interactions among the genes involved in stem cell regulation. For this, we transcriptionally 29 profiled several stem cell populations and developed a gene regulatory network (GRN) inference 30 algorithm that combines clustering with Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) inference. We leveraged the 31 topology of our networks to infer potential key regulators. The results presented in this work show that our 32 combination of molecular biology approaches, computational biology and mathematical modeling was key 33 to identify candidate factors that function in the stem cells. Specifically, through experimental validation 34 and mathematical modeling, we identified PERIANTHIA (PAN) as an important molecular regulator of 35 quiescent center (QC) function. 36 37 \body 38
Introduction 39 40
Identifying the transcriptional signature underlying stem cell regulation is key to understanding the 41 initiation and growth of plant tissues and organs. The Arabidopsis thaliana root provides a tractable 42 system to study stem cells since they are spatially confined at the tip of the root, in the so-called stem cell 43 niche (SCN), and are anatomically well characterized. The SCN contains several stem cell populations 44 that give rise to the different root tissues and are organized by signals that originate in the quiescent 45 center (QC) (1). Key transcription factors (TFs) in the Arabidopsis root have been shown to be necessary 46 for root formation and stem cell maintenance (2-8). Despite these important findings, a transcriptional 47 signature of the root stem cells is lacking. Genome-wide transcriptional data paired with the development 48 of Gene Regulatory Network (GRN) models can be used to identify additional factors involved in stem cell 49 regulation and predict how genes interact in a molecular pathway. Among the methods to derive dynamic 50 GRNs are Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs), which leverage time series data to infer statistical 51 dependencies among the modeled genes. However, time series datasets alone cannot capture the 52 dynamics of a diverse group of cell populations that are spatially separated, such as the distinct stem cell 53 types. Thus, inferring dynamic GRNs by combining spatial with temporal data becomes necessary for 54 capturing the transcriptional differences between cell types.
55
To obtain networks of genes that play a role in stem cell regulation, we acquired the 56 transcriptional profiles of several root stem cell types. These profiles allowed us to identify genes that are 57 highly expressed in each of the stem cell populations. We then inferred relationships among those genes 58 to determine their relative importance and their predicted regulatory interactions. To this end, we 59 developed GEne regulatory Network Inference from Spatio Temporal data algorithm (GENIST), a DBN-60 based algorithm capable of integrating transcriptional datasets of different characteristics to reconstruct 61 GRNs. First, we applied GENIST to find groups of genes with similar expression patterns. For this, we 62 used a spatial dataset (QC, CEI (9), XYL, SCN (10)) in combination with transcriptional profiles 63 corresponding to the elongation (Stage II) and differentiation (Stage III) zones of the root (11). Next, we 64 used GENIST to infer regulations among those genes using the transcriptional profile of 12 65 developmental zones of the Arabidopsis root, which embeds temporal information (12). Finally we 66 represented the inferred GRNs of the stem cell enriched genes using cytoscape (13). The resulting GRNs 67 contained genes that play a role in stem cell regulation and capture their regulations throughout the root 68 ontogenic development. Moreover, our GRN pipeline predicted that a known floral regulator, 69 PERIANTHIA (PAN), is important for QC function. Specifically, phenotypical analyses of a PAN 70 overexpressor and inducible lines, as well as a pan mutant, showed that PAN is involved in QC and 71 columella maintenance. Additionally, we obtained the QC specific transcriptional profile in a pan mutant to 72 validate our mathematical modeling and to further understand how PAN and its predicted downstream 73 targets are involved in stem cell regulation. Our networks and their analyses are an important step 74 towards defining the genetic framework underlying stem maintenance and function.
76
Results 77 78
Identifying root stem cell specific genes from transcriptomic data

80
To infer GRNs in the stem cells, we first acquired the cell-type specific transcriptional data from the QC 81 cells, cortex/endodermis initials (CEI) (9), xylem initials (XYL) and the whole stem cell niche (SCN) 82 (10)(Methods) ( Fig. 1A-D ). We then compared these four samples to the transcriptional profiles 83 corresponding to the meristematic (Stage I), elongation (Stage II), and differentiation (Stage III) zones of 84 the root (11) and determined genes highly expressed in stem cells. We found that the expression of many 
87
PLETHORA 3 (PLT3/AIL6) (2,22)) were differentially expressed (Methods) in the stem cells compared to 88 Stage II and Stage III, but were not differentially expressed in the stem cells compared to Stage I. This 89 suggested that important stem cell factors may be expressed in the meristematic zone as well as in the 90 stem cells. We performed a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to understand if the stem cells and the 91 meristematic cells (Stage I) have similar transcriptional profiles ( Fig. 1E ). With a cumulative variance of 92 82.8% in the first 3 principal components, the PCA showed that the variance between the stem cells and 93 the profile captured by Stage I was small. This implied that the differentially expressed genes in the stem 94 cells and Stage I have similar expression patterns. Therefore, to ensure that important regulators were 95 not omitted in our study, we excluded Stage I from our subsequent analysis and identified 1625 genes, 96 containing 201 TFs, as differentially expressed in the stem cell populations versus Stage II and Stage III 97 (Methods) ( Fig. 1F ) (Dataset S01). Since we observed that regulation of transcription and TF activity were 98 enriched Gene Ontology (GO) categories among these genes (Table S1) To predict how the 201 TFs cooperate to regulate the stem cells, we developed a computational pipeline 106 (GENIST) aimed at predicting gene interactions from a combination of spatial and time-series gene 107 expression data. GENIST was developed to predict and prioritize interactions (edges) and key genes (nodes) by integrating two consecutive computational strategies: a clustering step and a Bayesian 109 network inference step (Supplemental information, Fig. S1 ), which use spatial and temporal datasets, 110 respectively. Since GENIST's inference step and its integration with clustering had not been previously 111 tested, we performed a modular validation by testing first the DBN inference step, and next, the 112 incorporation of clustering into the algorithm. We tested GENIST's inference step with in silico time-series 113 datasets (DREAM 4 challenge 2 (23-25)) and found that our algorithm outperformed previously published CLR (29)) (Supplemental information) and showed that GENIST could be used to infer root GRNs.
120
Further, we validated the integration of the clustering and inference steps by testing the performance of 121 both, GENIST's inference step alone, and the integration of the clustering and the inference steps, to infer 122 regulations among genes expressed across distinct cell types. For this, we applied GENIST to a dataset 123 that compressed the previously tested phloem, CEI, and XYL networks together. We found that the 124 inference step alone resulted in a low inference precision (Precision = 0.071) that was improved when 125 GENIST was applied with both of its steps (Precision = 0.5556). This validation confirmed that GENIST 126 can be used to infer networks of genes expressed across different cell types. In addition, this validation 127 indicated that the use of clustering prior the inference step boosts the performance of the algorithm when 128 the network genes are not spatially co-expressed (Supplemental information, Fig. S2F ). Furthermore, we 129 showed that clustering improves the algorithm computational complexity (Table S4 ).
130
To increase our confidence in our GRN inference pipeline, we performed a validation with our 131 stem cell dataset. Specifically, since several datasets involving XYL-enriched genes, such as ChIP-chip 132 data on SHR (9), were available, we applied GENIST to identify regulatory interactions among the TFs 133 found in the XYL (Fig. S4A ), and in turn, downstream of SHR. Among the predicted SHR targets, we 134 found that AT4G24060 and GATA5 were directly bound by SHR ( Fig. S4B ) (9). We also found that PHB We applied GENIST to our stem cell dataset to infer GRNs and to help us identify additional stem cell 148 regulators. Specifically, we inferred the network among the genes enriched in the QC ( Fig (Fig. 4) . We then studied the stem cell 216 network topology to understand which sub-networks could be regulated by PAN and whether there is 217 redundancy within these sub-networks. We found that the distribution of clustering coefficients of each 218 node, which measures its connectedness, followed a decreasing power law ( Fig. S7A ), suggesting that 219 our stem cell network contains highly connected sub-networks (cliques) that confer high levels of redundancy (43-45). By studying these cliques, we found that our network captured stem-cell-specific 221 sub-networks of genes (groups of genes enriched in the same stem cell population) and functional sub-222 networks of genes (groups of genes that function in the same or related pathways) (Dataset S04). We 223 observed that most of the factors differentially expressed in the pan mutant were found in two In this work, we took an unbiased approach to identify the transcriptional signature responsible for 234 regulating Arabidopsis root stem cells. We showed that known stem cell regulators do not appear to be 235 differentially expressed in the stem cells with respect to the meristematic zone. This suggests that 236 "stemness" might be a property that gradually decreases as cells move further from the QC. This findings 237 allowed us to use the stem cell gene expression along the root axis to infer DBNs. In turn, this allowed us 238 to developed GENIST and showed how its capacity to integrate spatial (stem cell datasets) and temporal 239 (longitudinal root datasets) transcriptional datasets can boost the performance of inference algorithms 240 and led to the generation of inferred stem cell networks.
241
Next, we used the topology of our networks to identify key regulators of the root stem cell niche.
242
Specifically, we found PAN, which is involved in the shoot apical meristem with AG and WOX5 homolog, The following GFP marker lines were used to sort the following cell types: QC (pWOX5:erGFP(4)), CEI 286 (pCYCD6::GUS-GFP(9)), XYL (pTMO5:3xGFP(49)), and SCN (pAGL42:GFP (10)). Additionally, 287 pan057190 mutant plants were crossed with pWOX5:erGFP (4). Approximately 250-500mg of seeds per 288 marker line were sterilized using 50% bleach and 100% ethanol. Seeds were imbibed and stratified for 2 289 days at 4 ºC. Afterwords, the seeds were plated on 1X MS agar (+1% sucrose) on top of Nitex mesh. 290 Plants were grown as described above for 5 days. After 5 days, roots were cut and protoplasts were 291 extracted(50). GFP-marked protoplasts were isolated using the Diva cell sorter or the Beckman Coulter 292 MoFlo XDP Cell sorter. Between 1000-2500 protoplasts were collected for each marker line.
293
RNA was extracted from pWOX5:erGFP(4), pCYCD6::GUS-GFP(9), pTMO5:3xGFP(49), and 
303
Adapters and low quality reads were filtered out using fastq-mcf, in ea-utils software (51). A window size 304 of 5bp for quality trimming was used. Reads longer than 30bp with a quality score greater than 30 were 305 kept. Clean reads were mapped against the TAIR 10 reference genome using the TopHat v2.0.13 (52).
306
Transcripts were assembled using Cufflinks (version 2.1.1) (53). This was repeated for four replicates for (Fig. 1A) .
320
To find genes regulated by PAN, we used the WT vs. the pan057190 mutant dataset. Cuffmerge 321 (53) was used on the output of Cufflinks to merge all the assembled transcripts and create a single 322 merged transcriptome annotation. Testing for differential expression between the WT and pan mutant 323 lines was performed with Cuffdiff (53). Genes were considered to be differentially expressed between 324 both conditions if they met a q value and an expression fold change condition (q<0.05 & > 2 fold change).
326
Quantitative RT-PCR 327 328
Seeds were plated and grown for 5 days as described above. Root tips (2-3 mm) were collected and 329 sonicated to disrupt the cell roots. RNA was extracted using the Qiagen RNeasy Micro Kit. Each RNA 330 sample was reverse transcribed using the SuperScript 3 First-Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR 331 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instructions. qRT-PCR was performed in duplicates for each 332 RNA sample and 3 biological replicates were tested using SYBR green PCR Master mix (Applied 333 Biosystems). Expression levels were calculated relative to UBQ10 (At4g05320) using the 2−∆∆ct method.
334
Primers used were either previously published(38,54), or designed using Primer 3 Plus, and are listed in 335 Table S5 . 
